Abstract-Silicon is a promising and attractive anode material to replace graphite for high capacity lithium ion cells since its theoretical capacity is �10 times of graphite and it is an abundant element on earth. However, there are challenges associated with using silicon as Li-ion anode due to the significant first cycle irreversible capacity loss and subsequent rapid capacity fade during cycling. In this These studies help develop an understanding of the Si anode and provide insight into how to address irreversible capacity loss and capacity fade in Si anodes.
Index Terms -Energy Storage -Batteries.
I. NOMENCLATURE

Solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)
Lithiationlde-lithiation kinetics
Irreversible capacity
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Charge transfer resistance
II. INTRODUCTION
NASA is developing ultra-high energy Li-ion cells and batteries for future exploration missions. These cells will utilize advanced anode materials to replace graphite. Silicon is a promising candidate since its theoretical capacity is � 1 0 times that of graphite [1, 2] , and it is an abundant element on earth. However, the use of Si anodes in Li-ion batteries is challenging due to its significantly lower conductivity and much higher (�400%) volume expansion during lithiation and delithiation that occur during the cycling processes [3] . Much research has been conducted on Si anodes aimed at addressing these limitations. Approaches include the addition of carbon fibers or carbon black for improvement of Si conductivity [4, 5] , the development of Si/C composite electrodes [6] and the use of nano Si wires for reduction of expansion [7] [8] [9] . Much progress has been made on these fields.
This study focuses on developing an understanding of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) and Li-ion insertionlde insertion kinetics in cells with silicon anodes. The SEI is a passivating film that is fonned on the anode surface by electrolyte decomposition in a lithium ion battery. This film protects the electrolyte solution from further decomposition, and also affects the safety, power capacity, shelf life, cycle life and performance of a lithium-ion battery [10] [11] [12] . However, 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. SEM Analysis of Anode Electrodes
The Si anode and the graphite anode used for these investigations were characterized by SEM. Selected pictures are shown in Figure 1 . The Si anode has a rough and compacted surface with some cracks and agglomerates of Si and C particles, as shown in Figure 1A . The sizes of Si particles are too small to be determined accurately, but most of the particle sizes are <200 nm, as shown in the high magnification photo in Figure lB . The graphite anode shown in Figure 1C has a more even and uniform surface than the Si. This electrochemical lithiation process is reflected by the cathodic current. The potential is cathodically scanned to 0.05V, and the potential of 0.05V is used to avoid the most severe volume expansion region of Si which occurs at <0.05V.
As the potential is scanned back to 1.0V, the inserted lithium ions are de-inserted from Si anode. This electrochemical de insertion process is reflected by the anodic current. As shown in Figure 2A , the SEI film for Si anode does not seem to be completely formed in the first cycle since further electrolyte decomposition is observed and the cathodic current continues to increase with cycling. The much lower anodic current vs.
the cathodic current in the first cycle indicates less lithium is delithiated, and the charge consumed by electrolyte decomposition in the fust cycle for Si anode results in significant irreversible capacity loss. As the electrochemical cycles increase, the SEI film appears to be slowly formed in the subsequent scans as the cathodic current and anodic current tend to stabilize, as shown in Figure 2A 
C. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Study
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a non-destructive and useful tool to study the electrochemical behavior of electrode materials and their interfacial properties, such as resistance and capacitance of SEI film formation. Figure 4A shows the typical impedance spectra for cells with Si anodes and graphite anodes which were built just before Figure 4B . The results show that the cell internal resistance Rin t > which is the sum of electronic resistance from the electrode material, separator, contact results in loss of Si-Si particle contact and causes higher between active materials with the current collector and the internal resistance.
ionic resistance of the electrolyte, is higher for the cell with Si anode than for the cell with graphite anode. This is reasonable as the Si itself has lower conductivity than the graphite, and the percentage of active material in the Si anode is lower than in the graphite anode. Since the Si has a much smaller particle size (mostly <200nm) than the graphite particle (mostly lO/Jm -20 /Jm), the Si anode has a smaller charge transfer resistance and a higher capacitance than the graphite anode initially. Figure 4 Impedance spectra of comparing cells with Si anode and graphite anodes before the electrochemical cycling A: typical Nyquist plot; B the equivalent circuit used to fit impedance data, R;nt is the cell internal resistance, Ret is the charge transfer resistance, Cdl is the double layer pseudocapacity, and "Warburg Element" is the solid state diffusion element
In combination with the cyclic voltammetry measurement, the impedance was measured after the potential scans to the desired states, such as at 1.0V (delithiated state), and at O.OSV for Si anode (lithiated state) following the initial S t h cycle for the cells with Si anode. Figure SA shows that the impedance spectra before cycling, after scanning to 1.0V and after scanning to O.OSV for the cells with Si anodes. The charge transfer resistance of the cell, after electrochemical cycling, is lower than before cycling. This is explained by the fact that the surface of the Si electrode is initially covered with a nonconducting native layer consisting of silicon oxide and silanol [14] . After electrochemical cycling, the native layer is broken down, which is possibly caused by the Lt diffusion through the native surface layer, and thus the charge transfer resistance becomes lower. However, the internal resistance, Rin t . of the cells after electrochemical cycling is higher than before cycling, as shown in Figure SB , and this resistance increase is believed to the growth of SEI layer on the Si electrode. There is a very small, non-obvious depressed semicircle at the high frequency end, which is indicative of the formation of the surface SEI film. In addition, the fitted results
show that the cell internal resistance at 1 V (delithiated, 2.940)
is slightly higher than at O.OSV (Iithiated, 2.830), and both values are much higher than the internal resistance before cycling (1.740). This is probably because the volume contraction of the delithiated state (after volume expans ion at lithiated state) causes the Si particle shape changes and thus
,. , . Figure 5 Impedance spectra of the cell with Si anode A Nyquist plot; B the amplification of the square part in A.
Similar procedures were used to analyze the cells with graphite anodes. Figure 6A shows the impedance spectra 
V. CONCLUSION
Cyclic voltammetry measurements show that the SEI formation on Si anode is difficult, the lSI cycle irreversible capacity loss is significant and the reversibility is poor for the initial cycles for a Si anode. However, SEI formation on graphite anodes is easier, the 1 s t cycle capacity loss is small and the reversibility is good during the initial few cycles. This Bill has applied the last II years of his career supporting a variety of material and batt ery development projects at the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC). Bill is currently participating in the development of advanced proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) fuel cell and electrolysis technology for future NASA missions. Current engineering interests include system analysis and water management strategies for PEM fuel cells.
